KAHLES/IWATC
DYNAMIC LONG RANGE COMPETITON

IWATC

INVITATION
DYNAMIC SHOOTING UP TO 300 m
shooting range
Olomouc, CZ
17th/12/2022

PARTNERS OF THE COMPETITION:

KAHLES – manufacturer of high-quality optical devices

&

IWATC – shooting training center
invite you to a shooting competition within 300 meters.
The competition will take a place at the CZ shooting range in Olomouc.
CATEGORY:
Prohibited calibers:
For example:

.338 LM, .300 WM, 12,7 mm (due to technical problems at the shooting range)
The rifles must correspond to the duty conditions.
folding bipod, magazine, support under the stock, tripod etc.

DISCIPLINES:
The disciplines are a combination of accurate and dynamic long range shooting up to 300 m and shooting at moving targets as well.
Shooting will be done from prone, kneeling, standing positions with support on a tripod or with support on obstacles, shooting at an angle.
PROPOSITIONS:
Range:
GPS position:
Date & Time:
Results:
Registration:
Ammunition:
Calibers:
Registration fee:
Registration:

OLOMOUC, CZ (LAZECKA STRELNICE, Cernovir 277, 779 11, Olomouc)
49.619224, 17.240756 (google maps)
17th/12/2022; competition starts always at 08:00 o’clock at the shooting range
ONE hour after the end of the competition
within a competition day from 07:00 o’clock at the shooting range
80 PCs for a competition (FOR TRAINING UNLIMITED)
prohibited are: .338 LM, .300 WM, 12,7 mm (see above)
41 EUR
send a filled-out registration form via competition@post.cz

Questions:
Protests:
Equipment:

+420 608 965 849 (CZ) / +420 603 586 950 (especially for English)
after payment of the fee 500 EUR
rifles of allowed calibers, observation optics, warm clothes, rain-proof
clothes, shooting equipment, laser rangefinder
everyone at their own risk, each competitor is responsible for damage to personal material

Insurance:

Additional info:

Bring an appropriate (waterproof) clothing, a tent or sleeping bag for sleeping on the shooting range. You will also
carry backpacks and all necessary equipment with you. Shooting will take place in any weather. The tasks are
completed in a section with a length of 300 m and shooting will be also done from various and transverse obstacles.
Shooting is allowed with only one rifle of yours.

In case of bad weather, the organizer has the right to change the targets.
SECURITY PRECAUTIONS:
- On the firing line, competitors will follow the referee's instructions.
- Shooting at a target other than one's own or outside the target for the purpose of "verifying the shot" will be punished by immediate
disqualification (“DQ”) without the right to refund the registration fees.
- During the competition, after the firing instructions have been given, the referees may carry out a random check of the weapons and
the number of rounds in the magazine.
- Only a specified number of rounds per shooting discipline will be on the firing line.
- Weapons may only be cleaned in a designated area with the permission of the organizer or referees.
- Any manipulation outside the firing line and the defined area is prohibited!

REGISTRATION FORM
KAHLES/IWATC 2022
Shooter:
NAME:
SURNAME:
ADDRESS:
No. of Arms License:
ID Card:
No. of Rifle:
No. of Weapon License:
Caliber:
Type of Rifle:
VALID FOR SHOOTING RANGE “LAZECKA STRELNICE” in OLOMOUC, CZ
www.sniper-competition.cz
ATENTION!
Fill out the registration form and send it via email (competition@post.cz) no later than December 07, 2022.

This 3-page document also serves as a proper invitation letter to the shooting competition with all the
specified requirements.
Best regards,
Petr Marek
Organizer of the shooting competition

